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Le Festival Son et Image
de Montréal 2005

Rick Becker
Aurum Acoustics sent me an
invitation be sure to visit their room
again this year. I've raved about them
in the past, and this year they've
outdone themselves again. The system
is entirely their own. The head-end is a
CD player/dac/preamplifier, which
feeds a 300B tube amplifier, which
powers the mid-tweeter section of their
loudspeaker. The bass driver is
powered by an internal solid state
amplifier. This year they reduced the
size of the woofer from 12” to a much
superior new 10” Seas driver, allowing them to reduce the overall size of the
speaker cabinet. Without checking my videotape from last year, I would
have to say the change is both obvious and welcome. This was one of the
very Best Rooms at the show, based on some listening from my reference
compilation CD. Of particular note was the orientation of the rig in the
room. I've commented in the past that rooms set up on the diagonal, rather
than parallel to the front wall, often sound better in the square rooms at
shows. (This year I did not see very much set up on the diagonal). In a
rectangular shaped room, Aurum set up their rig on an angle to the long
front wall, but not even close to the diagonal, as you can see in the photo.

Becker, R. (2005, April). Le Festival Son et Image de Montreal 2005 Page 1. Enjoy the Music.com. Retrieved
on April 21, 2005 from http://www.enjoythemusic.com/montreal2005/becker/.

Le Festival Son et Image
de Montréal 2005
Phil Gold
Part 2
The debate between the advocates of tube and transistor electronics will
continue for many years, but in my view the differences between the sounds
is narrowing. Tube designers work hard to extend the frequency bandwidth
while transistor designers make efforts to avoid a cold hard sound and to
tame the nasties sometimes associated with crossover distortion and other
such silicon artifacts. Not only is the sound converging, but more attention is
being paid to cosmetics so that sometimes it is hard to tell from a distance if
an amp is tube or silicon based. Some designers even combine both
technologies. Musical Fidelity have used a series of non traditional tubes in
their products, such as the Nu-Vista and Tri-Vista series, while David Berning
showed here a prototype preamplifier using a tube based switching power
supply.
Perhaps the most extravagant attempt to narrow
the gap between tubes and transistors is the
Integris Active 300B from Aurum Acoustics of St
John’s, Newfoundland. I have seen prototypes
from Aurum at CES the last couple of years, but
now we have two shipping products. The Integris
Active 300B ($27,000 US or $30,000 Cdn) is an
active speaker system with 3 drive units and a
central stereo amplifier with active crossovers.
This may be the first active tube based speaker
system, and the designers, led by Derrick Moss,
aim to get the very best performance out of the
300B tubes by eliminating the passive crossover
between the output stage and the drivers, allowing higher output levels and
a broader bandwidth than otherwise possible. The 300B tubes are not used
beyond half their rated power so tube life should be extended.

The second component is the Integris CDP ($10,000 US or $11,000 Cdn)
which incorporates a high-end top loading CD player and an 11-input active
preamp into one rather large box. The transport is the Philips CDPro2M and
the digital processing comes courtesy of Anagram Technologies of
Switzerland. Certainly the sound in this room was top notch with precise
imaging with no sense of strain even at high volume. The bass response was
extended yet relaxed, which contributed to a most musical performance.
Gold, P. (2005, April) Les Festival Son et Image de Montréal 2005 Page 2. Enjoy the Music.com.
Retrieved on April 8, 2005 from http://www.enjoythemusic.com/montreal2005/phil2/.

Series 2
All prices in Canadian dollars unless otherwise noted

We have seen and heard the Aurum Acoustics complete system evolve, and it is now near complete
production and sounding better than ever. The Integris CDP CD player ($11,000) acts as source for the
Integris 300B active speaker system, which includes SET tube and solid-state amplification ($30,000).
The outcome is a musical and dynamic system.

Mickelson, M. (2005, April) Faces & Places Series 2: AVTour ’05. The Soundstage! Network. Retrieved
on April 8, 2005 from http://www.shows.soundstagelive.com/shows/avtour2005/mtl_facesplaces_2.shtml.
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The Aurum Acoustics Integris CDP is a preamp and CD player in one. It features a modular and
upgradeable architecture and uses an Anagram DSP module. It costs $11,000; look for an Ultra Audio
review later this year.

Mickelson, M. (2005, April) Showstoppers Series 2: AVTour ’05. The Soundstage! Network. Retrieved
on April 8, 2005 from
http://www.shows.soundstagelive.com/shows/avtour2005/mtl_showstoppers_2.shtml.

The Newfoundland company Aurum was back at the show, and it's clear that its founder, engineer Derrick Moss,
has not just sat around in the past year. The Active 300B system, consisting of two large speakers, six amplifiers
(four of them single-ended tube designs) and an electronic crossover, has matured to the point where Moss is ready
to actually put it into production. The system was being driven by Aurum's Integris CDP player/preamplifier. We've
said before that Moss was on to something, and hearing the evolved system confirms it. The player/preamp (C$11K)
is superb, and the active system will be a force to be reckoned with.
Rejskind, G. (2005, April). Montreal 2005: Day Three. Retrieved on April 8, 2005 from
http://www.uhfmag.com/Montreal2005/day3.html.
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John Broskie
Aurum Acoustics produced some of the most civilized, refined, and ear-pleasing sounds
that I heard at the show. How did they do it? 300Bs, four in fact, one per amplifier. The
Integris Active 300B is a system of loudspeakers and an SE amplifier for each tweeter
and midrange, with an internal high-quality solid-state amplifier sourced from Bryston
for each woofer. In other words, no crossover within the speakers, as the crossover is
built in the amplifier chassis. Because the tweeter amplifier will seldom be asked to clip,
the sound from the SE 300B is greatly magnified, sounding more like 200W
monoblocks. At $30,000 CDN, this system is not cheap, but it was splendid.

Broskie, John. (2005). Making Sense of CES. Tubecad.com. Retrieved January 10, 2005 from
http://www.tubecad.com/2005/January/blog0028.htm
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CES 2005
by Roger S. Gordon
Aurum Acoustics Aurum had a complete captive system—CD player/preamp, amps, cables,
and loudspeakers. The amp is actually a four-channel unit with two channels driven by 300B
tubes (two per channel) for the midrange and treble and two channels of Bryston-designed solid
state to drive the bass. The prototype that Aurem exhibited at CES 2004 had impressed me. The
sound was also impressive this year. The CD player/preamp should be available for sale by the
time you read this. The complete system should be ready for sale toward the end of 2005. This is
an excellent example of what can be done by taking the complete system approach.
Gordon, R.S. (2005, January ?). CES 2005 Show Report. Positive Feedback Online. Retrieved on
January 21, 2005 from http://www.positive-feedback.com/Issue17/ces05rg.htm

